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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Michael Yeadon, Ph.D., a former vice-president and chief scienti9c adviser for the drug company

P9zer and founder and CEO of the biotech company Ziarco, now owned by Novartis, has become

one of the most prominent critics of COVID mandates and COVID-19 shots. In this riveting interview

with British radio presenter Maajid Nawaz, he shares why he believes that the narratives around

COVID-19 are false and were put into place deliberately to exert control over society.

Yeadon is uniquely positioned to speak on this topic, as he has degrees in biochemistry and

toxicology, and studied respiratory pharmacology. You have likely seen Yeadon being interviewed

many times previously, but I strongly encourage you to watch this one as he explains items I have

never heard him previously discuss. He is one of the sharpest guys out there in this area and you

will be glad you took the time to listen.

In the 9lm, he says: “So, I understand … inside of cells and how cells and tissues talk to each other,

and how dangerous chemicals can affect and injure humans and others.”  Not only does Yeadon

explain why COVID-19 shots aren’t effective, but he details why using spike protein in the vaccine

was one of the most diabolical mistakes made.

“First,” Yeadon says, “you've been lied to about the magnitude of the threat represented by this

entity called SARS-CoV-2 and the disease COVID-19. Been lied to about that, in every way, shape

and form … the bottom line is, we've been lied to and it's deliberate, and they knew it, and no action

was needed whatsoever, other than if you're sick, stay home.”  Further, the wheel may have been set

into motion in 2009, during the swine [u pandemic.

The 2009 Swine Flu Was the Final Dress Rehearsal for COVID

During the 2009 H1N1 (swine [u) pandemic, secret agreements were made between Germany,

Great Britain, Italy and France with the pharmaceutical industry before the H1N1 pandemic began,

which stated that they would purchase H1N1 [u vaccinations — but only if a pandemic level 6 was

declared by the World Health Organization.

Six weeks before the pandemic was declared, no one at WHO was worried about the virus, but the

media were nonetheless exaggerating the dangers.  Then, in the month leading up to the 2009

H1N1 pandemic, WHO changed the occial de9nition of pandemic, removing the severity and high

mortality criteria and leaving the de9nition of a pandemic as "a worldwide epidemic of a disease."

This switch in de9nition allowed WHO to declare swine [u a pandemic after only 144 people had

died from the infection worldwide. In 2010, Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, then head of health at the Council

of Europe, accused pharmaceutical companies of in[uencing WHO’s pandemic declaration, calling

swine [u a “false pandemic” that was driven by Big Pharma, which cashed in on the health scare.

According to Wodarg, the swine [u pandemic was “one of the greatest medicine scandals of the

century,”  — and it shares many similarities with the COVID-19 pandemic. Yeadon explained:

“He [Wodarg] was public health o7cer and a politician during the swine 9u pandemic in

2009. And some very similar things that happened in COVID were happening in 2009.

There's a very interesting experience here and I think 2009 was the Knal dress rehearsal for

COVID.

They misused PCR, they overdiagnosed cases, they twisted the arms of governments all

around the world to pay for billions of dollars’ worth of vaccines, and not very good

antivirals.

And then they all ran off. And Wodarg was the one that managed to point out in the second

season that it was a false positive pseudo epidemic. It was all bad PCR testing. And as

soon as they Kx the PCR, it all went away. All went away.”

PCR Tests Labeled Healthy People Sick

For the 9rst time in history, during the COVID-19 pandemic the polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

tests were used to dictate whether someone was healthy or sick. If the test was positive, then you’d

be labeled as sick and counted as a case, even if you had no symptoms.

The PCR tests used for COVID-19 use a powerful ampli9cation process that makes them so

sensitive they can even detect the remains of a dead virus, long after infection.

Wodarg said COVID-19 “was a ‘test’ pandemic. It was not a virus pandemic,”  because PCR tests

may give a positive result when it detects coronaviruses that have been around for 20 years.  PCR

tests weren’t meant to be used for clinical diagnoses, according to their inventor, the late Kary

Mullis, Ph.D. Yeadon explained:

“And the reason is … that the PCR test has a theoretical lower limit, that is, what's the

smallest amount it might detect and give a positive result, the smallest amount is one, one

virus, one piece of a virus.

… And then basically, every time you run a cycle of this polymerase chain reaction, like

cranking a handle, it gets hot and cold, hot and cold, and it goes through basically a

doubling, every cycle is a doubling …

So basically, if there's an inKnitesimally tiny amount of a piece of a virus, or the sequence

you allege is a virus, in the sample, and then you run it 40 cycles, you could get a positive

result even though there's only one piece of one virus — not enough to make you ill, not

enough to make you infectious.”

The same strategy was used in COVID as deaths characterized as being COVID related, but only

because they had been falsely lumped into that category due to a positive test being recorded

within 28 days of death. “If you die from something entirely unrelated but you've tested positive by

a PCR test, and you die within that 28 days that's counted as a COVID death,” Nawaz noted.

90% of COVID Immune Response Is Not to Spike Protein

Yeadon stresses that there are “design errors” in COVID-19 shots. “The main problem with them is

there's no dose where you can get obvious signs of bene9t without attendant harms, that are much

greater at a population level than any possible bene9t.” Further, the use of the spike protein was a

mistake, as it’s been known for more than 10 years that it causes adverse effects in humans:

“There are no gene based vaccines on the market for very good reasons. And that's one of

the problems. But let's see, you could like pull it pull it apart, you can pull the spike off, you

could pull the ball in the middle of this virus, which bit would you give to people? … what

you would do is ask, what's the toxicity of the bit I'm going to give to a person?

So if I told you that the spike protein, like a 9oating landmine in … the sea with the spikes

sticking out, I told you that we've known for more than a decade that the spike bits from

related viruses had unwanted biology that could cause blood to coagulate and activate

platelets and make blood clots. That's true.

And if you knew those things, you'd think well, probably a bad idea then to give them the

spike to train on … So the fact that they chose spike protein, gene for spike protein, make

your body become a manufacturing center brie9y to make that virus spike protein — that's

the Krst mistake.”

Further, according to Yeadon, the human body mounts its best immune responses after natural

COVID-19 infection, not exposure to the spike protein in the shots. He states, “90% of the immune

response to COVID are two bits of the virus that are not spike protein. So I think I am right that that

was not the best bit to give, because it’s not the thing your body likes to respond to.”

Spike Protein Mutates Rapidly, Destroying Shots’ Protection

By choosing the spike protein on which to base COVID-19 shots, scientists picked a protein that

was known to be toxic to humans and that was not the part of the virus that prompted the best

immune response. On top of that, spike protein mutates rapidly, which essentially destroys virtually

any protection that the shot provides shortly after it’s given. The end result is a seemingly never-

ending series of annual shots and boosters.

COVID-19 shots have been found to have dismally low effectiveness rates of 12% in children,

according to research conducted by the New York State Department of Health.  Among adults,

within four to 9ve months post-booster, protection against emergency department and urgent care

visits due to COVID-19 decreased to 66%, then fell to just 31% after 9ve months or more post-

booster.  Yeadon explained:

“What you should do is pick the bits of the virus that's genetically most stable. Now, I don't

know that we knew it at the beginning, but it's certainly true now that the thing that

undergoes variation most quickly is the spike protein … now you've picked something that's

going to rapidly go out of focus to rapidly evolve to a different variant, new vaccine won't

work anymore.”

Further, because the spike protein is similar to “lots of bits in humans,” it can prompt your body to

make an immune response to human proteins — “that’s called an autoimmune response,” Yeadon

says. Yet, scientists chose the spike protein anyway — even though it violated all of the “rules”

when it comes to creating a safe and effective product. Yeadon believes this wasn’t a mistake at all;

it was intentional:

“So just to say, again, you deselect things that are toxic in their own right, you pick things

that are genetically stable, and you pick things that are most different from humans, all

three of those, in the words of patents, they teach away, they will teach you away from

picking spike protein.

But guess what? Moderna picks spike protein and so does PKzer, and AstraZeneca, and

Johnson & Johnson. So I put it to you, colleagues, any scientists out there or just logical

people. How the hell would they pick?

No team I was ever part of would ever have picked bloody spike protein for this vaccine.

And you know, what, if we did, and we have competing groups, we would not, all four of us,

make the same mistake. Not possible. It’s collusion and malfeasance. The did it on

purpose, knowing it would hurt you.”

For the Next Pandemic Understand Vaccines Are Not the Answer’

Bill Gates has made it plain the next pandemic is inevitable, by stating publicly that COVID-19 was

“pandemic one” and “pandemic two” is coming. “We’ll have to prepare for the next one. That will get

attention this time,” he said — while smiling.  The implication is that “next time” another

experimental mRNA shot will be available much quicker with which to inject the population. But

Yeadon wants the public to learn from COVID-19 and understand that the shots aren’t the answer:

“It's really important that you listen to me here, that if there's another respiratory virus, you

must know this time that whatever however they design, the damn vaccine is the wrong

answer. It's the wrong answer for loads of reasons. One is, you will generate an immune

response in your blood that cannot possibly affect infection, it doesn't matter what it is, it

won't affect infection.

Secondly, if you if you design it using spike protein from some other virus, then if it has that

same property of causing toxicity, it will cause toxicity because when you inject these gene

based vaccines, it's like launching a go kart that has an accelerator, no steering wheel and

no brakes … there's nothing in the design of these vaccines that limits where they go.

Some of it will go into your brain, the back of your eyes, your ovaries or testes, your blood

vessels or your heart … you can't develop rapid vaccines, and then give them to billions of

people, because you will never have enough safety data to allow you to know whether that

was a good bet or not. And without that data, it's reckless. Don't do it.”

What else can be learned from the COVID-19 9asco, Yeadon says, is that the nonpharmaceutical

interventions (NPIs) — things like masks, lockdowns, border closures and mass testing of the

population — were also useless in curbing the spread of the disease, and world leaders knew this in

2019, when a paper by WHO scientists showed that most NPIs were ineffective in stopping the

spread of respiratory viruses.

“Of course, many of them have really serious side effects on the economy, psychology, social

relationships and so on,” he noted.

Evidence of Supranational Coordination

“Public health occials knew perfectly well those things didn't work,” Yeadon said, but the fact that

virtually every country worldwide followed suit nonetheless suggests a coordinated effort was

underway. “I think it's the strongest evidence of supranational coordination, something happening

above the level of country,” Yeadon said, and he wants to get the word out:

“They were doing it because there was pressure to do it … They did not oppose what was

happening. That's the most disappointing and frightening thing that why, why none of the

scientists from Germany, Holland, Belgium, France, Spain, Portugal, Britain, why none of

them, said, ‘You know, this is absurd.

I'm not doing this. And if you're going to do it, I'm resigning, and then I shall go to the

media.’ Either that didn't happen or they tried to try this and BBC … said, ‘Well, we're not

interviewing you.’ That's possible.

… There was a supranational agreement or pressure to do it. I don't know whether that

pressure was instantiated in spring of 2020, or whether they had already agreed to do it a

few months ago, but either way, nobody spoke up. And as far as I know, nobody resigned

even though what was being imposed on all of those countries was … ineffective and would

damage their economies. That's the kindest thing you can possibly say.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,720 ratings

ORDER NOW
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RN here of 27 years. I used to think there was still a modicum of common sense and true intelligence in the Allopathic Medical

System. What I have seen over the past 3 years has stripped me of that belief, once and for all. I am the only un jabbed among my co

workers. They have all completed the primary series, and most have had 1 -2 boosters. The last 4 weeks they have all fallen like

dominoes to “COVID 19”. Most moderately ill, 1 severe. The severe illness co worker is praising the jab and Paxlovid, stating they

would be dead without it.

A few have begun jabbing their young children. I am at a loss emotionally. This week it truly hit me like a ton of bricks, these are

someone’s loved ones they are maiming and killing with these bio weapons. These are livelihoods they are going after, IE McCullough

and Kory. I am so thankful for Dr Mercola and this community. Not sure I would still be standing if I did not have this soul tribe. I am

pretty sure I had COVID in late 2019. Unlike any [u I have ever had before. I got over it in 1 week with my usual supplements.

Have not been sick with any URI since. My friend, also an un jabbed RN, in her 50’s, just had it. She recovered in 4 days with

supplements, HCQ and nebulized H202. Lastly, recently watched a Documentary on YouTube entitled Nurses of the 3rd Reich. Very

depressing, but eye opening, I would say similar to what we are seeing now with the complete mass formation of health care

providers. All of the MD’s I know are fully on board with most of this, only a few are pushing back against Paxlovid for pregnant

women.
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Breasti. I can only agree with you in being THANKFUL for what I have leartn from Dr M in the last years, since mid 2014. Far as

covid nonsense goes, I can just not understand howcome these big crooks have no grasp of human psycho sosiological

behavior and specially reactions. One can observe this all over the world under different conditions. In Russia, how the Russian

populous are responding to the murderous Putin. In the USA how the public is responding to Big Tech and the disastrous Biden.

In little South Africa, how the grass route support is turning their backs on the ANC and big chief Mandela's supposed legacy.

Creation is fashoned in very speci9c ways. These big crooks are going to have to run for their lives, very soon. The big pharma

as well ! A huge heart sore though for those who stepped into their trap.
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Former PWzer Exec Believes Leaky Vaccine Was Intentional
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

Michael Yeadon, Ph.D., a former vice-president and chief scienti9c adviser for the drug company P9zer, shares why he believes that the narratives

around COVID-19 are false and were put into place deliberately to exert control over society

&

Yeadon says you've been lied to about the magnitude of the threat represented by this entity called SARS-CoV-2 and the disease COVID-19&

The 2009 H1N1 (swine [u) pandemic was a “dress rehearsal” for the COVID-19 pandemic&

The use of the spike protein in the shot was a diabolical mistake, as 90% of the immune response mounted after natural COVID-19 exposure is not to

the spike protein

&

Spike protein is also toxic and mutates rapidly, which essentially destroys virtually any protection that the shot provides shortly after it’s given&

The fact that virtually every country worldwide followed suit in imposing ineffective lockdowns and other COVID-19 mandates suggests a

coordinated, supranational effort was underway
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mirandola
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breastisbest, thank you for stepping forward! this takes courage and integrity, especially in the current climate. APPLAUSE!!!

Please pass word along to the doctors, that if they just go along with it all out of fear for losing their licenses, that they will lose

medical practice at large because clearly, the big movement now is to centralize medicine to the WHO and the Feds and

BigPharma, while stripping doctors of their powers. Can it be any more clear? I think if doctors stand in united groups, large

groups, they will not only be heard but it will follow that the Feds CAN"T revoke the licenses of that many doctors.

I could be wrong, but one thing I do see clearly: The 9eld of medical practice is at risk. Will it help to keep silent? Rock and a

hard place? then move the rock aside, and speak up! It may save the profession in the long run if enough doctors join forces. My

two cents. Please pass word along. Thank you. (RE the document embedded in this article, I am not an attorney)

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/biden-administration-covid-vaccine..
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doggiemom
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Thank you for this post, it con9rms what I have been hearing about the medical community in my area. The only people I know

that are getting "covid" are those that are fully injected and had ever booster. Thankfully I did my own research back summer of

2020 and what I learned about the mRNA shots back then made me want to stay far far away from them. I keep my immune

system strong with a lot of things I have learned on this site.

One thing I have added since I do NOT wear a mask or other face protection, if I am in a crowded area when the "virus" is great

in this area, I do use a Nettie pot with a pinch sea salt and distilled water to rinse my sinus's when I get home. Since the spike

protein remains in the blood of those injected, one decision I have made for myself and is in my medical records is NO blood

transfusions. To me getting a blood transfusion and the blood possibly coming from someone that has been injected, seems to

me like you would be taking getting parts of the injection via blood transfusion.
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juststeve
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Thank you for all those who work in the medical community who are doing their best to bring all these truths to light! It takes a

lot to stand up to a beast who declares you will take the Jab/s or lose your job, your livelihood. Such demands can cloud Many's

minds as what should they do. Take the Jab/s or lose your livelihood blocks the realization the job means nothing if your health

is destroyed, or you die. There is another choice to take the Jab/s or lose your livelihood - it's 'ef you, if I am to die by your hand

I'm not making it easy for you, you're going to earn it, & I'm 9ghting.
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM
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Thanks for sharing your story. To help me and other non-native English speakers, I assume RN is short for Registered nurse, is

URI Upper Respiratory Infection?
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Randyfast
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I still marvel at the fact that supposedly intelligent people who haven't been sick at all, throughout this psyops, believe that the

'shot' is "protecting" them against sickness! Such insanity! Now; the shot is making them sick (or dead) and they say: "But, it

would be much worse if I hadn't been "vaccinated""! My immune system is intact and I haven't been sick at all, throughout this

insanity. It's not rocket science to understand that I don't need any Big Pharma intervention, in order to make me NOT SICK! My

anger is more than justi9ed. --- Ragus; there is absolutely nothing wrong with your "English". If you hadn't mentioned it, I never

would have known.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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But Randy, apparently when one dies from the Jab/s they are less dead than from any other cause. Who knew?
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Randyfast
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Just; thanks for clearing that up! It can be so confusing. I've often wondered about what "percentage" of dead, people are.
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breastisbest - thank you for your post. It provides direct insight and understanding from a creditable source. The great tragedy

of Covid-19 is that in getting the "Jab" & "boosters", so many have accepted the fraud and legitimized it.
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dude01
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Breastisbest - thank you for your bravery and your logical words. A friend of mine’s wife was a retired head nurse at a major

hospital here in Chicago. She had all of her shots and boosters. I would often read articles from Dr. Mercola’s site and others

like CHD, and then forward them to her in hopes of causing an awareness of some sort in her fearful mind. All she ever

responded with was something like, “I believe these vaccinations are what’s gonna 9nally end this pandemic.” A short time ago, I

attended her wake. Mattias Desmet’s theory of Mass Formation Psychosis is so true. Mirandola - great encouragement on your

part. That was a nice CHD read for you to pass on. Randy & Steve - you two have gotta take your act on the road. Funny-thanks!
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bisb - These two are for you. secularheretic.substack.com/p/to-nursing-students-and-health-care

 secularheretic.substack.com/p/stories-from-the-front-line-of-vaccine
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lovestosing6
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Two have died in the last two weeks, members of a friend's military circle. TWO. One is younger, the other is older. I asked if it

was respiratory. Nope, both were covid heart attacks. Is that a thing? Hmmm. One of the biggest proponents of the vax in my

woman's group is an infectious disease nurse who was on the frontline seeing people die. Her plea to us was compelling, but

not enough to get stuck with an experimental jab. So most of us started taking supplements, stocked up on ivermectin (best

kept secret in some horse towns where horse owners have known for a long time how valuable ivermectin is against a whole

range of issues - and I mean the horse paste version!) Anyways, our infectious disease nurse is now a statistic of being injured

by the shot. She's dumbfounded. We've got to keep doing our research.
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pattope
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I am also an RN. I graduated in 1977, and still am currently licensed. Do not feel alone. I knew from the beginning that this was a

fraudulent scam, starting when de9nitions were changed to nonsensical forms. It is nauseating that doctors and nurses are just

"following the policies" without any discernment. These people will have to answer to GOD Almighty for maiming and killing,

even if they temporarily "win" in this world. I would like to believe that there will eventually be another Nuremberg trial for them.

It has been eye opening to me to realize that the leaders of over 100 countries have been planning for this depopulation agenda

for many decades. What is so irritating to me is that all this agenda is based on LIES not science, with the promise of "riches" or

"power" driving compliance with many leaders. I suspect that we are not going to be able to change the nursing/medical

organizations and systems back to normalcy. Instead, we are going to have to form NEW ones. We will need some lawyers to

work with us.

I agree that healthy eating, supplements and healthy lifestyle has worked with this viral pathogen. We need to make sure to

realize that this false positive PCR test casedemic has also been implemented to keep people busy, so that they do not

comprehend the 9nancial, food, and technocratic slight of hand that is also occurring. Keep reading about ALL aspects of what

these ma9a killers are implementing while we talk about "Covid." Good luck and keep on keeping on! Know that God (through

Christ) can give us peace, even in the midst of this tyrannical storm.
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All the people I know that got the shot and boosters are coming down with this [u, cold, whatever it is.......I tried to tell them not

to take the shots, but they follow like sheep. I will no longer "chase after people that want to run into the burning building".....let

them.  As for the FDA "approving" the shots for very young children....they know this virus has a very minimal effect on children,

however: the vaccine makers need this last remaining age group to be included under the EUA, because once the emergency is

9nally declared "over" the next phase of LIABILITY SHIELDING requires that the shots receive approval by the CDC's Advisory

Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP). Once the "vaccine" is on the childhood vaccination schedule, the vaccine makers

are PERMANENTLY SHIELDED FROM LIABILITY FOR INJURIES AND DEATHS THAT OCCUR IN ANY AGE GROUP,  INCLUDING

ADULTS. That is what is going on here for the push for very young children to get this poison shot!
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Thus is how Satan and his minions work. Yes, I have seen that program too. It was not just Mengele... Those "nurses" were tried

at Nuremberg in 1947, found guilty and disposed with. Stay strong. And God Bless you and your family.
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First, thank you for what you do. Next, you are correct on what they are doing to expectant mothers. I gave birth to my youngest

a few months back and it seemed like every time I walked in for a checkup, it was ... vaccine this and vaccine that ... and it was

so overwhelming that I dreaded even going to the appointments. The nurse was equally upset when not only did I refuse the

covid and the [u jab, then got upset when I refused dtap and then proceeded to explain I had that recently and therefore already

had the antibodies so no reason to get it while pregnant. Then when I was admitted to give birth,, two more nurses asked me if I

had had the [u shot.

I said no. They asked me if I wanted one and keep in mind I am literally at this point in labor. I said no. And I am not sure if it was

a pressing need for them or if they are now forced to ask these questions. But to ask a woman something like that as she's

entering stages of actual labor is quite bewildering. Needless to say, this is the healthiest of all of my children. Hearing you say

what you have gives some hope, but I've reached the point where unfortunately allopathy is on the decline and anyone with half

a brain is either done with them or very close to being done with them.
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I am an RN 33 yrs in labour and delivery. You are not alone. I was seeing in early Summer 2021 with pregnant patients coming in

fully jabbed. I was shocked that they felt ok into getting inoculated. I was seeing ruptured ovaries where hysterectomies were

needed to save the patients. Stillbirths and misc. and premature deliveries were on the rise as well. I have lost many with new

diagnosis of SADS. Before it was infants now adults. None are having autopsies done! I lost my job for being non compliant. It

occurred in Nov2021. The hospital staff had to resign the con9dentiality forms. Why, because more and more fully and boosted

are showing up with severe side effects and even death. This is so disturbing to me and my family. Mass psychosis comes to

mind. Waiting for more to wake up to this planned genocide. So you are de9nitely not alone stay strong and follow your gut.

Your critical thinking is very strong.
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Expecting 700 Million+ Worldwide To Die from CV19 JAB by 2028 Dr David Martin who Are The Main Players? What Actions Are Being

Taken Now? rumble.com/v1ag0s3-june-29-2022.html  July 13, 2021, almost a year ago now, I have Dr. Martin’s 9rst presentation about

the motivation, execution and history of the Covid 19 hoax, in a 9le marked: It’s Over. Because based on that material it is. But the US

government n’er do wells went after Dr. Martin. He’s Mormon and he went to Utah where there will be safe houses for him.

I admire him more than anyone else because he ran with the ball and if you had the intelligence to listen to him he saved lives. July 13,

2021, he made this statement which is absolutely accurate: "This, my friends, is the de9nition of criminal conspiracy. This is not a

theory, this is evidence.” He’s 9led in the US court and they will be up for 9rst hearing soon. I don’t know if he’s followed Dr. Reiner

Fuellmich’s Grand Jury style or not. What I really like about Dr. Martin is that he’s never lost his sense of humour and he’s always

positive. He is both brave and intellectually strong.
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Retsbew - I too admire Dr. Martin, along with Dr. Mercola, whose articles and advise and the wealth of wisdom from various

interviews with others, made it possible to see the big picture. Here in the UK, the government is bringing out an App for the

NHS (UK Natiobal Health Service). I was watching UKColumn News which speaks out against all this. (Wednesday 29th

programme) it said without this app it means you can't make an appiontment. A consultation will not be face to face but over

the phone or on zoom. No one in my family has seen a doctor face to face in the last two plus years, only on a phone call. Even a

hospital consultation was done on a phone. Its crazy.
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Hi MoMac46, one of the bizarre theories is that we will be diagnosed virtually (something I would never trust) and then Big P will

deliver drugs galore via drones to our doorsteps. I'm in a high rise. Maybe they'll use parachutes and I'll have to catch the

delivery as it passes by my windows. Better start practicing making baskets to up my skill level - basketball, not funny farm

baskets. It is them who should be sent to the Funny Farm. I have also come to detest my phone. On iPhones it's now

compulsory to enter a password before you can make a call.

Plus I do not want 10 dozen apps on my phone. KISS - keep it simple stupid. I am so sorry that Steve Jobs isn't with us anymore

because he'd do what he could to stop this rubbish. Tim Cook (chosen by Steve), is like a Microsoft cast-off. That is wrong to

demand you use a particular app on your phone, or not get an appointment - it's discriminatory and something that could be

contested in court. There are still people who do not have computers and cell phones. Then they'll use that for the guaranteed

wage sales pitch. ARGH! We will stop this.
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Retsbew, my iPhone doesn’t require me to enter anything before making a call. But it does push to set a passcode to get into the

phone, which I always skip.  However, I think you’re right that Apple (& probably all phone & tech companies) is suspect. I avoid

updates on my phone, but periodically they will “force” one by making my ringer turn off where I don’t receive phone calls or

even noti9cations of missed calls, and powering off & other typical 9xes won’t work to resolve. (Family members will text or

comment in person about not getting calls through to me) Then I’ll do the update & everything is 9ne, Again, except that all my

privacy settings are deleted and I have to spend hours 9guring out where to go in settings to restore my privacy. SO irritating!

You’re right that using fewer is better. But I’m sure switching to a different brand won’t help.
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Dr. Martin is an amazing individual - and he's 101% on our side! The following quote should be plastered all over billboards -

globally! "To sustain the funding base beyond the crisis, we need to increase the public understanding of the need for medical

countermeasures, such as a pan-in[uenza or a pan-coronavirus vaccine. A key driver is the media and the economics will follow

the hype. We need to use that hype to our advantage to get to the real issues. Investors will respond if they see pro9t at the end

of the process.’" -- What is so hard to understand?
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He also is involved with HFDF Manookian mandates case ... IOW doing something within a lord of host wheelhouse- I saw both

he and Yeadon in Planet Lockdown pre doc release interview(s) Yeadon Monotti McCollough and Elvis Malone et al should

recall Wendell Potter who was saying all sorts of things about his prior employer but did absolutely nothing to atone for having

been in the health insurance scam business and selling the goy seen as so profane and vulgar as to be exterminated I don't kno

mike personally but if I did I would implore him to go beyond being a bugeyed rich guy off pharmakia talking in Brit polite prose

from chosen rooftops because reading the RN27 9rst paragraph within these comments one can see how truly deep the jack of

satanic psychosis goes-
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Retsbew- Here is a video from the show Conspiracy Theories with Jesse Ventura entitled Secret Societies. Vaccines and

subsequent illness and death is discussed starting at minute 32:00. Air date was December 2009. Quite scary from what was

discussed then to what is happening now. Ten years after this was aired the world as we knew has changed remarkably. He has

a show on global warming and how it was achieved. www.dailymotion.com/.../x8796v4
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Yes. WATCH!
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FVTO; I watched that episode when it 9rst aired. I also watched the documentary: "The End Game". There is nothing going on

today that surprises me. As I continuously state; "everything that's going on with covid and/or related to it, was planned decades

ago. Either people understand the "system" - or they don't! The oligarchs have always had total control.
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Great thread Retsbew! Fvtomasch - that's the episode!! I was reading a blogger cut it down because in 2016, it hadn't happened

yet. So, they were making fun of the "global" vaccines part. But that doctor, she really had my attention! I have tried to 9gure out

if they ended up using squalene in these vaccines - in that episode they were looking at Swine. The whole lot of vaccines can be

dumped, as far as I'm concerned. It's hard to have trust in an industry that is so clearly out to harm. Although, I did learn 9 days

ago that TWENTY MILLION people were saved because of the vaccine. I had to laugh, I guess they'll say anything! What's that

called when they try and make people feel good about the car they bought? I think they're doing the same thing with the vaccine.

Good job! Ugh.
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Dr. Martin's case opens July 6th. These monster "Big Pharma" killing machines can not be sued - HOWEVER suits can and are,

being made against individuals WITHIN those "companies" Dr. Martin and his team, are going to destroy them from the inside

out. Dr. Martin has them in a "Catch 22". Once proven to be a conspiracy, ALL of the legal safeguards being used by this criminal

conspiracy/cartel are null and void.
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Hi Lovestosing6, my ex was general manager of a car dealership. One of the Used Car Department's coup d'tat's was selling a

very drunk man an expensive car and then taking the keys off him so he couldn't drive...  Maybe a parallel with so-called

vaccinations taking the life out of recipients so that they can't continue with the mind-set of dysphoria...
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A) The very fact that Bill Gates smiled, and we have seen Fauci smiling on 9lm too, when discussing things concerning harm to

humans, is tell tale. Let us please recall that in the Charles Manson trials, when one of his murderer's accomplices giggled during trial

as pictures were shown of mangled bodies at their own hands, well that is what got that crazy woman convicted and permanently

behind bars. Ugh!!! Nobody of a sound mind smiles at other peoples' pain...period! B) I laud Michael Yeadon for calling out the

dynamics for what they are, but generically speaking, I react to the over-politeness of calling something (in this case, the use of the

spike protein) a "mistake".

C) It is known as basic to immunity (read Any Book about it by Any MD) that the immune system has various parts, acting in balance

with each other. How can doctors Not consider this with post-vaccine-based physiology? Don't doctors know their physiology, or are

they really just thinking solely about chemical "medicines" with (euphemized, once again) "side effects" such as....we all know the rest!

? Why don't doctors *think* about autoimmunity and immune imbalance coming exactly from vaccines and especially the MRNA

"vaccines" ? I think doctors have an obligation to think, and not to is malpractice, doing harm. D) in the H1N1 era it was plain as day

that the whole scare tactic was aimed at vaccine sales. Fear, fear, rush and get your vaccines was posted to bus stops, to shopping

carts, everywhere!

The same is true now. Originally, the CDC's website stated that docs could diagnose "probable" cause of death by CVD19 with no

testing required! E) I don't think the nations were merely under pressure as Dr Yeadon suggests. I think this is all about world

dictatorship and power. It is far easier than democracy, and it bene9ts the giant pro9teers who fund everything. Don't we see

BigPharma ads in every magazine and all over the TV channels? It's so invasive! How can Anybody miss this? F) Thank you all.
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To see all the different countries of the world, fall lockstep into line and follow the same script is the biggest tell just how

nefarious this all is. Smiling smirking Gates has been a staple for decades & it's a rigged system securing his abilities to

continue on under a shield of the Bill & Milinda Gates Foundation, a self-serving pro9t pumping, destroy or usurp any real

innovation. It's hard not to take exception that the Jab/s may have been a mistake when it has been known for at least a decade

how deadly such a potion is. Ask India, ask Africa. There are several reasons the Jab/s were never given in mass in those

countries. The saturation campaign continues as they are softening resistance to another round of culling.

Bear in mind, Doc & staff have repeatedly shown how snoop, (whoops, smart,) phones, tv's, so forth are not only monitoring, but

speci9cally targeting individuals & spoon feeding the information they can get them to swallow. To many of the general public

never even get a whiff of anything beyond P9zer/Gates/Fauci propaganda, they don't know what they don't know. It takes the

heartache of such disasters affecting one personally to - maybe - realize the need to dig deeper. Even then one has to 9ght like

hell to search it out. It takes the massive effort to consolidate necessary information and to share it, and it takes sites like Doc's

to do this. It looks like we will prevail as most likely we'll be those left over after the Jab/s 9nish their dirty work.
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Those are not 'smiles'. They are evil grins! I can feel the sheer evil, even looking at a photo or watching a video clip.
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Mirandola, to your comment "I think doctors have an obligation to think, and not to is malpractice, doing harm". That is the very

least we can assume, that doctors "think"! This quote from Dr Burt Berkson, adjunct professor at Oklahoma State university

college of medicine, will reveal why this is not the case with the majority of doctors. "I started medical school in Chicago and

was there for some time. I'd ask questions and they would always tell me to be quiet. Then one day, one of the professors came

up to me and said "You know, you are not at a stage where you ask questions now. We give you information, you memorise, you

give it back to us just like we give it to you.

Then you become a doctor" (source: New Zealand Journal of Natural Medicine, Issue 40: Article "Reversing Disease: The power

of Alpha Lipoic Acid". As we are aware, medical schools in universities are funded by Big Pharma, they set the curriculum which

is less about human nutrition needs, and ALL about which drug to prescribe for what symptoms. No thinking required, just use

the DSM and reference books. In Australia they are increasing the use of tele-health, consultations via phone and zoom etc.

Soon, no doctor will be needed, just type in your symptoms, and the script will be provided!! All paid for by the taxpayer, billions

each year.
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Those are smirks and sneers, not smiles.
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Its apparent that they serve Satan.
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H1N1 was pushed so much tv ads, radio ads, posters, fear,fear, and more fear. I remember I was listening to MSM a lot and it

was irritating me so much. It had stopped for 2 weeks in July and it was a relief but they restarted again. I went to pick up my

children at school and noticed the huge line ups of people waiting outside for their shots! When a certain number of people died

they stopped it. It was a trial run for sure.
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As I see things, none of this could have occurred without the refusal of law to accept the lawful request to investigate further. That,

inevitably, leads to the conclusion that the rule of law has collapsed, and that as civilisation is founded upon everyone accepting that

the rule of law applies to everyone; then we no longer live within a civilisation. That simple fact alone presents the challenge for the

future; the re-creation of our civilisation; under the rule of law. Food for thought?
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Scary, Chris, and thank you for pointing out this very concerning reality. A) I believe deeply in holding boundaries, even with

judges. Accept no nonsense, tell them they are biased, stand for law! B) As I see it, the global chain effort, country to country,

re[ects a lust for absolute power, ie dictatorship. Perhaps dictatorship is much easier for politicians to deal with, than free

people who talk openly, which foils the plans for huge business. And when those talking people disagree, it is even harder for

the politicians. So not only is dictatorship easier for them in the end, but the laws and power structures always concern massive

pro9ts, aha. Dictatorship protects the politicians and the pro9teers, and not the people.

Democracy protects the people 9rst, the politicians last, and the corporations perhaps not at all. The root of our problem

concerns not merely money, but greed. And lack of ethics or concern for others. I think all we can do, as solutions, is to not be

the hand that claps back. If one hand claps, but the other does not, then there is no clap. Further, I urge doctors to please speak

out, NOW! if doctors think that they will lose their license because of speaking out, they are probably right. That said, they will

lose the 9eld of medical practice at large, if they do Not speak up, because it can' t be any more clear (can it?) that the attempt

is to take away the power of individualized medical practice and instead, to centralize medical powers to the government and

BigPharma.

Isn't it clear? if it isn't, then it is time for doctors to give pause for...food for thought. And back to the concern about restoration

of the rule of law, Chris, the core issue here is BigPharma world-wide dictatorship. This has to be addressed head on.

Corporations are NOT people, and health occials have no legal or constitutional authority to run the whole world by the nose!

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/biden-administration-covid-vaccine..
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mirandola here in the UK there seem to be many doctors retiring early, and one does wonder if, instead of risking being struck

off and thus also losing their retirement funds; they are very simple walking away?
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hi ChrisColes, wow! Surely sounds like you are right. I can't say, not being there, but it surely does sound like it. Whew! Pressure

that they are under...this must not be! But the good news is, hopefully the retired docs will have all the more courage to speak

out, especially in large groups, as before! We should write to them and ask them to form groups of those retired from the

profession due to all the current dynamics.
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It's troubling when those of honest integrity, or those who recently stepped into the light of truth, whether in the Medical System,

Industry, or Gov't resign only to be replaced by lickspittle lapdogs who then unquestionably follow the edicts brought on from

down on high. Slow, low resistance moves to high speed no resistance.
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Chris Coles points out the root cause of the U.S. failing democracy and civilization globally, failure to enforce rule of law.

Coupled with the U.S. 9rst rule, you can change the rules makes any enforcement even more arbitrary by dependence upon the

ruling party in power. Further, recent abandonment of precedent confounds consistency in application of any enforcement

except at the whim of parties in power. Such is another failure of so-called democracy of ruling by majority when at least half

the population opposes the rule.

What to do, what to do? As some might say, “There’s the rule of law, then there’s what is done.” Frontier justice? Law of the

jungle? Vigilante justice? Pick one, pick a side, take a stand. We’re all in this together, there is no escape, and, guess what, none

of us are getting out of this alive. Or, trust in the inherent anarchy in all of us - just be a good neighbor, know what choices exist

based on the truth as best you can determine, then help yourself 9rst, showing others what can be different, only if they ask for

help.
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Chris, 1986 solidi9ed that Motis-operandi to green light the pHARMa agenda. No liabilities! No accountability! Unavoidably

Unsafe!  The United States of America .GOV,  Closed it's eyes and ears to Justice. The rest of the world blindly followed. The

Pied Piper thrives.
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Mirandola. Unfortunately, you have it backwards. Democracy protects the politicians 9rst along with the corporations and only

the elite and people in the club or inner circle bene9t. Democracy is mob rule or "priest rule". It is the Republic (self rule) that

gives 100% power, authority, liberty and freedom to We the People. Also, the Constitution OF the United States is the bylaws of

the CORPORATION (Democracy). The Constitution FOR the United States is the true, original document (Republic). Tremendous

difference in one little word. Question: what word is used for all oaths including the swearing in of the president? There is your

reason for all the unconstitutional laws, rulings, mandates and abuses. The people have been deceived and tricked into

believing Democracy is freedom. It couldn't be more opposite.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM
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When our government breaks our own immigration laws, then we can expect them to ignore or break any & all of our laws, if it

furthers their political agenda.
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healthylongevity
Joined On 10/30/2012 2:08:44 PM
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Oh yes, the predators, the corrupt and the ignorant are free and thriving. Unfortunately. The mankind is in a dire situation!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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ejkoby, the 14th amendment prohibits random power and inconsistency as you say: constitution.congress.gov/constitution

amendment-14/  "No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the

United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any

person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." What is lacking to reinforce this, is knowledge among Us, the

People. And further, what is lacking is boundaries set by us, the people.

And the powers that be take full advantage of this. There is ignorance in higher places, and in the common cross sectors, in

addition to lack of boundaries. If people invoked the law and held the feet of politicians and others to the 9re, then we might

have a different America. constitution.congress.gov/constitution  Brianallen, respecting your analysis, I stand by the pure words

of We the People as the very 9rst sentence of the US Constitution, and the Declaration of Independence's wording of the

Government Of the People, By the People and For the People.

Need we say any more? Any "lawyer" who wants to argue that, has an agenda and a rationale, not law, and has no respect for the

intentions and laws of our founding fathers. If the Declaration has been said to be less legally binding than the COnstitution, the

same holds true, the "lawyers" and "judges" so saying, have no respect for the spirit of the law and the pure intention of it. CALL

THEM OUT! NO NONSENSE TOLERATED! Period, end.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM
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ejkoby, everyone. It remains imperative that we here always abide by the rule of the law. If, for once, we step away from the very

rules we abide by; we become as lawless as those we criticise. We must always abide by the rule of the law; or we too become

uncivilised. Words are our only protection, and the use of words is our armour against tyranny, as Dr. Mercola and others show

the road back to full civilisation, by setting out the truth as simply words. That was why the original constitution of the United

States was written down. and even me, as a British citizen, owns a copy. The law is words, not guns; words of truth are the

perfect defence that will win eventually.
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shell1214gmail.com
Joined On 2/1/2021 9:41:46 PM
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I have sadly watched over two years as family, friends, and work associates have given in to the jab and boosters, and yet continue to

get sick. They seem to refuse to see any connection with their ongoing illnesses and the shot. I'm the one that is supposed to be in the

"high risk" category because I'm 67 years old and yet have remained jab free and healthy. I will never take that shot or take a pcr test. I

retired from my job at the end of 2020 because I was sick of the constant berating from my boss to wear a mask all day and "get your

shot"! Just NO! Thank you Dr. Mercola for being a voice of reason in this crazy shitshow we are in these days.
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Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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shell, if you missed the link I posted in a recent comment of James Kullander's letter's to a vaccinated friend here it is again.

This link is to his fourth letter to the friend and within the letter are links to his 9rst three letters. He was friends for 30 years

with this woman. In the second letter he gets an invitation to her wedding. He is looking forward to celebrating the big day with

her and all her friends. In the wedding invitation was a card that said if you are unvaccinated decline the invitation for everyone's

comfort and safety. His response in the letter is classic. It reminded me of a notice of a friend's passing I had known for 40 plus

years. The notice for the memorial service said only the vaccinated are invited and masks will be required. So sad for me to

miss his memorial. www.lewrockwell.com/2022/06/no_author/fourth-letter-to-my-vaccinated-f..
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Similar here, Shell. I will never understand why the majority would not be questioning anything, going to the slaughter without

doing any due diligence...
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TruRain
Joined On 3/24/2011 4:54:34 PM
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Same here, so far, I haven't been vaccinated or tested, but you're just a young pup! I shall be hitting 70, before long. I do hope,

you will look into Novavax, though, as it is natural with great data. And I'm writing this, when I do not take any prescription

drugs.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whatever covid was [ virus. 5-g and metal in the blood and magnetic 9elds. who knows] I have never been so sick. I laid motionless

almost delirious with a fever on the couch for 8 days and eventually was diagnosed with pneumonia. Husband barely any better. Son

was found on the kitchen [oor passed out in a lake of diet ginger ale. Was left with 8 months of painful gastro intestinal in[ammation,

no smell, no taste and olfactory hallucination. We are healthy, normal weight, gym goers with good to excellent labs. I personally 9nd it

dismissive and ignorant those who say this was just a cold. Lies to combat lies never works. Grow up. Eventually something will hit

that won;t be ignored - bio weapon, kill shot etc. They're not done - you know that.
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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Jeremiah.... Did you get the vax?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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I have tried to explain these simple truths to people, all along. I've even posted (many times) that what's now transpiring, was

attempted in 2009! It failed then - today, it's a total success. The oligarchs have humanity right where they want them. How many times

(from the beginning), have people heard me say: "This is never going away"? Facilities are now being built, in many countries to

develop mRNA shots for every disease imaginable. Fraud, Lies, Deception and Illusion! People just haven't been paying attention and

now it's too late! The universal [u/covid shots are coming out in the fall and any/all sickness and death that comes as a result of the

nanobot shots, will be blamed on covid, long covid, monkeypox...you've all been warned! As for me; I refuse to give up my humanity. I

have no problem recognizing EVIL, when it's staring me in the face!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Hi Randy, Here's another one from earlier this month: "Caller Drops Massive TRUTH Bomb on FDA" - -

www.bitchute.com/.../7O6FSh6ytw0c  - yeah, an advertisement at the end. ~ ~ ~ ~ AND there's this prediction from 1998! - -

"David Icke Warning From 1998 Has Come To Pass" - - www.bitchute.com/.../q3pCj3EM74oB
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Sad to say, but people do deserve what they get as a result of their actions, inaction, beliefs, fears, foolishness and poor

choices. I do not feel sorry for most of them. I do feel sorrow for the innocent children that suffer and will die.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Thanks, Real. I'll try to 9nd the time. ;) --- Brian; by far, the worst casualties are the children and babies. What's going on here, is

PURE EVIL...you can't call it anything else! They are taking healthy children/babies and stealing their lives from them.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM
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They do not need to conspire; they think alike. Gore Vidal said that referring to the ruling class, 1%, billionaire class and it has been so

since ruling classes and poor classes emerged at the beginning of civilization. Namaz thought that all the liberal democracies must

have conspired. First there are no democracies. Anyone who thinks they live in one is deluded, hypnotized & propagandized. In every

country there is a very small group that controls everything. The symbolic man behind the screen, Mr. Global as Catherine Austin Fitts

calls him.

Andrew Jackson called them a pit of vipers. Wilson, FDR, Brandeis, Eisenhower all alluded to them. Their objective is control. When the

scare tactics of an impending, universally deadly viral epidemic began in January, 2020 it was evident what was going to transpire. The

details were not but the general agenda was. I informed my family. Some immediately classi9ed me as a conspiracy theorist, but some

held on and even joined the counter narrative. The two year relentless attack on reason even led to the rest surrendering.

I live alone far from family in Ecuador, but I never felt lonely until this Fathers' Day. None of my 4 kids, 6 grandkids or 4 ex wives wished

me a Happy Fathers' Day, none! Occasionally I would poo poo those Hallmark holidays but that never stopped my kids. They would just

say "Aww Dad, Happy Fathers' Day. We love you." This year nothing. I will never forgive Fauci and the gang for that; even knowing that

they were simply mercenaries and minions.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM
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As I mentioned, I live in Ecuador where there has been an uprising mainly about the price of gasoline which was $2,55 for

regular, $4.77 for super and $2.20 for diesel. Until 2020 it was $1.20, $1.99, $1.04 and hadn't changed for 5 years. The

government owns the oil from ground to pump. I have asked many people what the price in California was, Most knew. I asked

the same people what the price in Venezuela was, Nobody knew. The price in Venezuela is 8 cents a gallon, Libya 11 cents, Iran

20 cents, Syria in a state of war $1.08. All those governments own the oil. Why such a disparity and why did everyone know of

the price of gas in California but not in Venezuela ? I would wager the much the same is true for the well informed people

reading this.    www.globalpetrolprices.com/gasoline_prices  Don't think about it too much. I try not to.
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020202
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I hope axkerssaw realizes no one can answer her question, as she posted a reply.... but thanks for the new info! I imagine

people know the price of gas in California as it is on CNN.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This 9lthy sub-human, empathy-less billionaire/trillionaire class will 9nd out that when they die, towing a U-Haul trailer with

them behind their hearse, to the cemetery doesn't really work. Satan will welcome them all with open arms, as they are forced to

watch what they did to humanity for eternity. Satan will give them empathy which they have never had before, so they can feel

the pain and make them burn inside, watching the chaos, the misery, watching and hearing babies, and little children cry.... ....

for eternity. Damn them to hell. And may God bless and keep you and your family.
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM
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For what it's worth, Axkershaw, Happy Father's Day from the Mercola crowd. We are all missing people, loved ones and

community these days! Be strong.
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Andrew2084
Joined On 8/4/2021 3:49:51 AM
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Philosophers have been worrying about this Malthusian overpopulation issue for centuries! HG Wells worried about it in his New World

Order book in 1940. Jacques Attali mentioned a ruthless solution, that we are witnessing now, back in 1981.

aphadolie.com/2021/05/10/https-aphadolie-com-2021-05-10-jacques-attali..  Michel Salomon interview with Jacques Attali, Special

Advisor to the French President from the book “L'avenir De La Vie” published in 1981. “In the future it will be a question of 9nding a

way to reduce the population. We will start with the old, then the weak, then the useless ones, who bring nothing to society because

there will be more and more of them.

And especially 9nally the stupid ones. Euthanasia targeting these groups, will have to be an essential instrument of our future

societies in all cases.” “We won’t be able to cast intelligence tests on millions and millions of people you can imagine. We will 9nd

something or cause it. A pandemic that targets certain people. A real economic crisis or not. A virus that will affect the old and the

weak. It doesn’t matter. The weak will succumb to it. The fearful and the stupid WILL BELIEVE IT and ask to be treated.

We will have taken care to have planned the treatment. A treatment that will be the solution. The selection of idiots will thus be done

by itself. They will go to the slaughterhouse on their own.” HG Wells, The New World Order 1940: "In the technically crude past, the

illiterate have-nots were sweated and overworked. It was easy to 9nd toil to keep them all busy. Such surplus multitudes are wanted no

more. Toil is no longer marketable. Machines can toil better and with less resistance." We are in the midst of the great culling.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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People catching a snotty nose lasting a few days is not a bloodbath pandemic. A bug someone has to be tested for by a skewed test

not even meant for such testing to claim a case when said person isn't even sick is not a bloodbath pandemic. When we have a world

population around 7 billion people & 144 people worldwide died from the H1N1 infection, what percentage of the world population

died from Faux Pandemic H1N1? 144 divided by 7 billion equals the percentage - math it out, I dare you. Known well over a decade the

spike protein mutates rapidly essentially destroying virtually any protection the shot provides shortly after it’s given. The end result is a

never-ending series of annual shots and boosters seemingly giving Monopoly Big Pharma $$$$, Power & Control.

Whoopsie, $$$$, Power & Control coveted & now usurped by WEF & it's minions. The corruption & greed of Monopoly Big Pharma

made them useful idiots for the WEF & those others hiding in dark corners. Most of all, Gates & friends are predicting millions dying

from another round of another Plandemic virus, when it doesn't even exist - or does he know it's lying-in wait in some lab, in a Petrie

dish? Aren't we lucky to have such a visionary prophet who can predict the future smirking, smiling all the while, because in reality he

is telling us exactly what it is he/they intend to do?
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree, this community helps me too as I realize I’m not alone in my experiences and perceptions. And, Michael Yeadon is a hero.
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krisinua74gmail.com
Joined On 6/6/2022 9:18:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please someone needs to stop these psychopaths. Please get Nuremberg trials immediately. Someone needs to start gathering

groups to take all the guilty to jail. Enough of this!
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Lucky7.
Joined On 4/9/2020 7:01:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My eye doctor (age 53) who rents his exam rooms from a big box store...is dead. I found out when I returned to our home base (we are

on the road most of the time)...and I stopped by the big box to make an appt...the solitary person working broke the news...he died

back in March of a "brain bleed." Suppose he had to follow the Big Box rules..but then maybe he was a true "believer" and took the jab. I

do not know for a fact, but presume all independent contractors had to follow the Big Box rules. Leaving out names for obvious

reasons.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ice Age Big P9zer Pharma Eugenics Works Now.info July 3, 2022 at 3:43 pm | | Planet P9zer News July 2, 2022 P9zer’s Puppet

President Biden Gives $9 Billion Taxpayer Funds for Millions More COVID Vaccines that Nobody [except the zombies] Wants Is there

any more doubt that the COVID-19 plandemic, which was used to transfer America’s wealth to Big Pharma with literally TRILLIONS of

taxpayer funds transferred into their accounts, has now allowed P9zer to have complete control of the country by buying the White

House and President of the United States? It began with fellow billionaire Donald Trump, of course, in 2020 who strong-armed the FDA

into giving fast-track emergency use authorization to P9zer’s COVID-19 vaccine.

Then Biden was installed as President and kept the coffers full, and now that 80% of Americans have already received a COVID-19

vaccine and demand is waning, with 98 million doses of P9zer’s vaccine currently sitting unused due to lack of demand, the call was

put in to Joe this week to keep the faucet running, and the White House obliged and pledged another $9 BILLION for 300 million more

doses of the deadly COVID-19 shots. https://healthimpactnews.com/  In Memoriam: Victims of COVID-19 “Vaccines”

HealthImpactNews Published August 2, 2021 (almost one year ago already) The whole eugenics movement that nobody talks about.

Tenpenny rumble.com/vkmlux-in-memoriam-victims-of-covid-19-vaccines.html
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55chevtelus.net
Joined On 4/3/2022 5:52:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the PCR test my guess it is a DNA collection device  ??
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kibitzer3
Joined On 4/11/2013 3:21:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent commentary by Yeadon. Thx for carrying it, Dr. Mercola. Heads need to roll.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If Bill Gates-of-Hell is predicting it, we should know better than to ignore him! Evil son of a gun. Just found out my friend’s Dad has

Guillain Barre Syndrome. Politely asked if he recently had a booster (knowing they are full of clot-shot). Yes, but neurologist said not

connected. Right. Of course.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great interview with Michael Yeadon.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../marxism-you-will-own-nothing-and  Marxism: "You Will Own NOTHING and Be Happy" In response to

Globalist Marxism, it is time to develop parallel economies Robert W Malone MD, MS1 hr ago
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Wjj56582
Joined On 4/4/2020 11:46:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While we have no idea what the long term consequences are for the vaccinated, some data I was looking at for Wisconsin seems to

suggest a bit of bene9t for the over 65 group as far as hospitalization and death goes. But the cases are listed per 100,000 and it is

something like 56 (vaxed 2 or 3x) vs. 100 (unvaxed), not exact but close. Then other age groups have very little differences. Taking a

look at Walgreens data for the last week, you’d have to wonder if getting the vax (even 3x but not recent) is actually causing covid.

Unvaxed all the way to left and recent booster last on the right are almost equal. All 3 bars of varying vax status in center are very high,

even by as much as 10 percentage points!! I think that suggests that people who decided to stop with vaccinations, be it 1, 2 or 3,

should probably start focusing on building their immune systems back up.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting how they are trying to normalize pandemics. They are all manmade..........unless there is a cloud of gas from something

like a comet
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mike Yeadon is truly a hero of the 9nest, as are his buddies who are also speaking out, but this interview answers so many questions

and makes it clear that this was intentional - to kill many of us. I will buy his book now, I need to support him to make my thanks

known, I hope everyone will. Dr Mercola may indeed be the No. 1 spreader of truth, I wonder... how many people read this site? I've

been looking to buy his book, but I can't 9nd it ! Covid Lies..... if anyone 9nds it, I'd be so happy if you send me a link.
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, just because the vaccine can be deadly doesn’t mean the virus isn’t wretched. And that’s the point, we need the truth about

everything.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But remember the death rate from this in the beginning? 0.03% all with 4 other comorbidities - most who got it were sick like

from the [u, as was I.
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benevolentdictator
Joined On 10/11/2011 3:58:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Best description I have ever read on the lies told us as it relates to the covid response.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have written articles for many years about how America has fallen, and as the big Resetting prize of America goes so goes the world.

 None of the hell we are experiencing, from Genocide to Drag Queen educators of 5 year olds, would have occurred without a directing

corporate Mainstream Media. Nothing. Nada. The independent "liberal" media of olden days would have microphones in the faces of

the insane in Pharma and Public Ed and Congress. The media has gone [at out Atheist, largely made up of Atheist Jews that despise

the God they don't believe in, and esp. Christians. For us to survive outside of war or secession they have to be legally busted up under

racketeering and anti trust laws.  I implore you to contact your Congressman immediately. Here is your evidence:

www.bbc.com/mediacentre/2020/trusted-news-initiative-vaccine-disinform..
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Trusted News Initiative (TNI) was set up last year to protect audiences and users from disinformation, particularly around

moments of jeopardy, such as elections. Moments of jeopardy? I actually laughed out loud.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent interview. Both Yeadon and Nawaz. Incredibly clear and balanced.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Going off-science, SUBTLE WARNINGS for years! Here's an interesting video from late 2020 showing pieces of movies and tv shows

on pandemic response programming dating back to 2003: "Plandemic Prelude: Planning, Exercises, Predictive Programming, and

More" - - www.bitchute.com/.../LJO8Im8Rudsu  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ and here's a segment of the UNIVERSAL FLU VACCINE 2019

meeting (technology DOES NOT WORK!) video from late 2021 showing Dr Fauci giving a history lesson: "Fauci planning the Pandemic

2017 & 2019 videos" - - www.bitchute.com/.../16DuUxlKY5XW  - Political pressure is indeed the major underpinning to what we have

witnessed; doubtful that those who cannot see this planning process, ongoing for years now, may be too far in to media-projected lies

to ever wake up.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mr. Mike Yeadon could not possibly make this more substantially clearer! Nothing but experimental pods!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a reason Gates is so non concerned and smiling as is Pharma and the rest of the orchestrators. They all KNOW they will never

be held accountable. What rational mind believes any of this ends with the very same people in place in the process of planning and

implementing scamdemic #2. ZERO accountability anywhere to be seen!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you considered taking this oft-repeated topic on as your project? EXPOSE GATES vaxx projects as pure commercial

endeavors, intended to raise capital for his so-called non-pro9t organizations. He's been invited to leave India for all the damage

he did with the polio vaccine, then reappears as a funder of a vaccn made in India that has been killing Indian doctors. You get

Gates out in the open, his CEPI, GAVI, WHO donations and a lot more can be added to that sphere of in[uence.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have RR and 9nd I am best in the grasses of various media I follow spreading a message or planting a seed or seeds in those

grasses. Have a fairly established network of similar minds and contacts with select radio hosts whom I share info with. We all

need to 9nd our niche of in[uence and there are certainly multiple ways for sure. This forum is a perfect example and is what is

it in terms of reach, but they all add up don't they. Just as long as those mongers at the door do not take it ALL away
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stay tuned. Dr. David Martin has them in a catch 22, and is taking them to court as INDIVIDUALS and members of a criminal

racket. Essentially using Racketeer In[uenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) against them INDIVIDUALLY, just as was used

against the mob.  Example - the government didn't bring charges against say, the Genovese family, but against individuals within

that family. Once its proven that this is a criminal cartel - then ALL of the criminal dodges being used by Big Pharma collapse.

 The cases begin July 6th.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RedRaven let's hope the Dr. Martin chase 9nally breaks through. Its seems like he has been spinning his wheels along with

Fuellmich for like forever now. Yes the wheels of justice move like molasses some say. There MUST be a reckoning for these

OVERT crimes against humanity.
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Spanish Civil War is generally felt to have been the dress rehearsal for World War II. Many of the tactics such as Bliztkrieg,

saturation bombing and mass murder of civilians were pioneered or re9ned then. In the same way, "COVID-19" may well have been the

trial run for a pandemic illness that would decimate disfavored groups like Western caucasians and heterosexuals and permit the

repopulation of the world with Third World helots congenial to the communists and the global capitalists. They are likely working on

The Big One now, and on the Mother of All Lockdowns.
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Thank you for great "context."
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jwyoungjerry
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When did Bill Gates become an authority on pandemics and vaccines! Gates is not our friend. Gates is for depopulation of the planet

and for years even decades they have been using big pharma drugs to commit genocide. Some of these pandemics weren't naturally

occurring. Evil people caused these atrocities to control the populace. Don't trust big pharma not the so-called health authorities.
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occurring. Evil people caused these atrocities to control the populace. Don't trust big pharma not the so-called health authorities.
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Someone once appropriately commented that Gates, with zero medical background or education, is trying to tell us how to keep

viruses out of our bodies while being incapable himself of keeping viruses out of his software.
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Great interview.  This should be read by everyone, vaxxed or unvaccinated to 9nally learn the truth about what has been done to them.

Praise goes to Dr.s Mercola and Yeadon for speaking truth to power.
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no kidding! as a non scientist, all my predictions of April 2020 have materialized
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NoFear11
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Yeadon is a hero of the greatest proportions, no doubt. Up there with the late Dr Zelenko, Dr Martin, Dr Northrup, Dr Kory & our own

Dr Mercola. And many many more, and hopefully growing in numbers by the day for this madness to end. For peace and freedom to

live life as we choose, to prevail. On another note, I know for a fact that in Denmark, the entire Department of Health

(Sundhedsstyrelsen) and the CDC equivalent (Serum Instituttet SSI), had ALL heads of all departments resign/ in disbelief in 2020 over

this contentious issue (my personal interpretation as no public display of this truth). However, this probably only opened for those

roles to be 9lled with more puppets of the WHO, and so all the good and decent people, like Dr Yeadon, would have left these critical

posts, left the door open for more globalist puppets to 9ll these roles and exert control over the next out-of-control unjusti9ed

pandemic response, as smirkingly announced’ by trained sociopathic top puppet, Bill Gates.

I am certain I have noticed similar trend/changes in leadership in the past two+ years in many other countries (FDA & CDC being

another and in other countries, similar major change in leadership). All the good and decent people have now left in (silenced?)

protest, over a personal morality con[ict but leaving large swathes of these government departments to be taken over by the

NWO/WHO puppets and puppeteers.

It doesn’t bode well for that next (imminent?) pandemic or health crisis caused by the next 9ctitious enemy, like made up over hyped

diseases, climate control or even the growing racism caused by uncontrolled war refugee immigration and woke policies. A full

barrage of useful globalist weaponry to divide and conquer the naive but innocent populaces of the world. Keep pushing back please,

fellow good, decent extra-ordinary ordinary’ people of the world. Thank you for all this backed-up, illustrious truth and pushback Dr M,

of the true madness happening all around
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Battersea
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Dear Mercola Community, I dedicate my comments below IN MEMORIUM to STANLEY: Please Note that the comment by Leahoz (who

joined in 2020) includes obscure teaser language with a link that will take you to the video of a man casually discussing various

current events until he get to the point where he starts in on an ANTISEMITIC RANT blaming "the Jews" for conspiring against "white

people" worldwide. This is a recurring tactic that only began emerging in the Comments section of Dr. Mercola around the time Google

started disappearing Dr. Mercola from their search algorithms, and Dr. Mercola subsequently began to be demonized by various shady

NGOs & dishonest social media platforms who now brand him a leading purveyors of "Disinformation." I don't think it was an accident

that various insidious antisemitic commenters started popping up since then.

This looks like CLASSIC PROPAGANDA technique being used to discredit Dr. Mercola and his community of followers. Sometimes

their comments are overt. But more often they employ the technique just used by Leahoz: Posting a vague & opaque reference,

obscurely intimating there is something interesting but un-named at a link they provide. You are meant to infer from their duplicitously

empty language that this has some relevance to the Mercola article under which it is posted. Leahoz uses the following intentionally

obscure PsyOp language to entice people to the antisemitic video: "An emerging intelligence.....www.bitchute.com/.../Lk1eeOAWXYy6

Many levels to consider." That's it.

That's the Op. There are others who use the same tactics who've suddenly become active commenters since Big Tech, Big Pharma &

hostile NGOs started targeting Dr. Mercola. (One of them has posted comments today, but I do not call him out when he keeps his

antisemitic powder dry.) This is clearly an attempt to discredit Dr. Mercola by making his followers look like hateful losers. But the only

losers are these transparent antisemitic bigots.
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Battersea, your link is not posted properly to click on - taking a guess, Is this your link? www.bitchute.com/.../TsbMDWB6R98v
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Trolls abound every where online but this site unfortunately leaves the door wide open for them! The editorial team here clearly

allows it with their random cherry picking of deleting mild comments from sone people, yet simultaneously permitting bigots

and religious zealots to spew their drivel endlessly. It de9nitely makes this site look like a nest of whackos, which is a huge

disservice to the good it still has to offer people, especially in these times, when it seems those striving for good are few and far

between.
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I was involved with the Free Speech Movement at Cal. Then with the help of the administrations of the junior colleges, DA and

legislative representatives of Contra Costa County the law restricting free speech at junior colleges in CA was struck. Among

those involved were George Miller Jr. the head of CA Senate and his son, George Miller III a long time congressperson and a

student at the time and my Assemblyman Jerome Waldie. When I visited him in his occe in Sacramento, Waldie asked me if I

would allow Adolf to speak. I said yes the best antidote to bad speech is a critical mind and better speech.

That law passed unanimously through the CA legislature in 1965. There are plenty of laws governing actions that may be linked

to any kind of speech. They do not need to be labled "hate or racist or antisemitic" I think most on this site can identify and

discredit such writings and switch channels. Responding in any manner only feeds that warped soul. He/she knows they have a

receiver. Mercola is already targeted. He does not need to censor his site. He means what he says about free speech.
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With the sad loss of Stanley Becker a top contributor to the Mercola website - and now the recent death of covid hero Dr Zev Zelenko

there is an interesting parallel: Stan always talked about Gates being "the Snake" and perhaps with true spiritual symmetry Dr

Zelenko's forthcoming memoir is to be titled: "Zelenko - How to decapitate the Serpent". This link leads to a superb eulogy for Dr

Zelenko - a true hero and sel[ess warrior". rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/eulogy-for-a-sel[ess-truth-warrior?utm_sour..
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Newlands - totally agree. R.I.P. both these very special men.
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Newlands, I was unaware of Stanley’s passing. That really breaks my heart. Stanley didn’t hold any punches. He was

straightforward. His wise and logical comments on this site were a source of inspiration and strength for me, and I’m sure so

many others.  Also, the loss of Zev Zelenko was another one that hurt. What a beautiful man. I once had a wonderful

conversation with an employee of Zev’s company. According to him, Zev was as good as it gets. They all loved him, and learned

much from him, his kindness, his love of fellow man, and his humility. RIP - both of you beautiful brothers!
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Thanks Newlands, embedded video of several Dr Zev Zelenko memorable presentations is about an hour long. When I found

this yesterday, had missed the video at the top of posting...and yes, the snake and serpent, words shift depending on language

and location; underlying meaning does not.
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BTW, we nearly lost Dr. Carrie Madej and her boyfriend 4 days ago:

theirishsentinel.com/2022/06/28/dr-carrie-madej-nearly-died-in-devasta..  - Stew Peters had Erin on his show to discuss this

topic - brandnewtube.com/watch/dr-carrie-madej-in-icu-after-plane-crash-erin-e..
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Thanks MoMac46: I totally agree. Both very special men always standing up for humanity and Truth. dude01: Many thanks! Your

post is a 9ne hearrt-felt testament to both men. Thanks rrealrose: That's concerning news about Dr. Carrie Madej and her

boyfriend. I will watch the link you provided. Let's hope they both fully recover. We must be grateful that Dr Zelenko has left

behind some very important videos and so his voice lives on, always true, compassionate, God-fearing and caring deeply for

humanity.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Breaking news out of Washington State--at a time when covid is no longer even an issue! There is absolutely no excuse for a mandate

like this! Inslee issues directive for COVID-19 vaccination standards for state employees

www.governor.wa.gov/news-media/inslee-issues-directive-covid-19-vaccin..  People are fed up with these mandates. Can you imagine

what this will do to state departments? Who will maintain services for Fish and Wildlife (hatcheries) if employees quit? Road crews to

keep roads open after storms? The prison system? Etc. Those employees who leave 9rst will include many experienced senior

employees and those with managerial and technical backgrounds.

They will leave because they can. Either for early retirement or because their skills are in demand elsewhere. (This will also drain the

state budget with more employees receiving pensions and payouts. I also anticipate the costs of litigation burdening taxpayers.) What

you will have left is many young employees with no experience, no direction and a strong sense of entitlement. Sad to say, many

cannot recognize the business end of a shovel or are unwilling to do manual labor. There is de9nitely an agenda, here, and this has

nothing to do with health! The problem with dumb ideas like this one is that they spread and we may soon see the same thing

happening in many other liberal states.

If you live in Washington State and own land, be prepared to be your own 9sh and wildlife manager. Keep wildlife in balance on your

land as the state mismanages their land. (You should do this, anyway, no matter where you live.) Keep your tanks topped off and chain

saw ready for downed trees after a storm. One more reason to get out of cities where taxes will be highest. It will get so much worse.

Just about every other system has already been attacked. The next collapse to anticipate is the energy system. The goal is to bankrupt

everyone and make them dependent on govt.
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These evil sick satanists can go right back to hell where they came from. They serve a skum bag master whom the Lord already kicked

out of Heaven. They can take their poison, propaganda, lies and fear and shove it. The satanist dems are going to try and cause chaos

in the fall, at voting time. But we've got their M.O......    I ride with the JC MC! And we fear no evil!!!!!   God Bless and stay strong!
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We are in a crisis! Who will survive? Consider the "Stockdale Paradox" innovationandcreativityinstitute.com/stockdale-paradox   He

was a Vietnam prisoner of war. --------“Who didn’t make it out?” “The optimists. Oh, they were the ones who said, We’re going to be out

by Christmas.’ And Christmas would come, and Christmas would go. Then they’d say, We’re going to be out by Easter.’ And Easter

would come, and Easter would go. And then Thanksgiving, and then it would be Christmas again. And they died of a broken heart. This

is a very important lesson. You must never confuse faith that you will prevail in the end—which you can never afford to lose —with the

discipline to confront the most brutal facts of your current reality, whatever they might be.”
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And 'prevailing in the end' has many different outcomes if you factor in Eternity. “For then shall be great tribulation, such as was

not since the beginning of the world to this time, no, nor ever shall be.”
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May I suggest you read Robbie Risners book "The Passing of the Night: My seven years as a prisoner of the North Vietnamese".

I worked with a prior POW who had his thud (F-105) shot out from underneath him with a SAM up his tail pipe. Until you read

that book and understand the GUTS of these guys - every d*mn one of them, and what they went through, - you simply can not

understand. Most are gone now, When my friend punched from his F-105, he was very close to mach, and broke his arm, when

he punched out. That was a handy tool to TRY to get him to talk for about a year. His arm looked like Popey's and he always had

to have to go to have it drained when I knew him. He said he bore no grudge against the Vietnamese people, he respected them

- but there are certain "individuals" - one sadist they called "the bug" that he would tear apart with his bare hands.

"Died of a broken heart" NOT so much. Died of sepsis, torture, Mal-treatment yeah. Many became very very strong in their

beliefs, some joined the clergy when they got home. Most returned on those wonderful C-141 freedom birds in 1973, Operation

Homecoming which was the return of 591 POW's held by North Vietnam, including my friend and associate, who was shot down

in 1966. Feb 12, 1973. "When we got airborne and the frailty of being a POW turned into the reality of freedom, we yelled, cried

and cheered," The missing man formation was [own at my friends funeral... May God Bless you and your family.
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SHARE THE TRUTH issuesoutline.org  listen or download free: Let The Spirit soundcloud.com/.../let-the-spirit

 markyoungguitar.com/.../let_the_spirit.mp3  If You Don't Know History soundcloud.com/.../if-you-dont-know-history

 markyoungguitar.com/.../if_you_dont_know_history_6.mp3  Not About a Virus soundcloud.com/.../not-about-a-virus

 markyoungguitar.com/.../not_about_a_virus.mp3  Covid Slaves soundcloud.com/.../covid-slaves

 markyoungguitar.com/.../covid_slaves.mp3  lyrics: markyoungguitar.com/lyrics_page.htm
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Please note, he referred to the four; Moderna, P9zer, J&J, and AstraZeneca. Personally, you couldn't pay me to take the COVID-19

vaccine put out by any one of those companies. Notice NOVAVAX was not mentioned? That is the company, which the FDA has

glaringly dragged their feet on granting FDA approval for their COVID-19 vaccine. There is a reason for that, in my opinion; When,

Novavax's vaccine is granted FDA approval, the public will know from Novavax's extensive data, that they are the best option, as a far

better alternative in comparison to Moderna, P9zer, J&J, or AstraZeneca. And Novavax won't be pulling stunts like one of those four,

blocking inspection of their data for, what was it, 75 YEARS?!

That's outrageous! It is because Novavax's vaccine would be shown to be the safest and most effective choice for people, leaving the

other Companys' vaccine doses worthless, in my opinion, that the FDA occials have not granted approval to Novavax, while some 170,

or so, Countries have! I have spoken with the FDA about the delay on several occasions, and I do not believe the regular FDA

employees have any say whatsoever in the granting, or timing of the granting, of approval and should not be blamed. It is my opinion

that Big Pharma is in[uencing the FDA Occial(s) to do their bidding, including the withheld approval from Novavax.

God willing, BP won't be able to get their way, much longer, and you will be hearing all about NOVAVAX. One other note, remember Dr.
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Robert Malone, who came up with mRNA? He likes Novavax!

www.westernjournal.com/inventor-mrna-vaccine-asks-one-inconvenient-que..  I am not attempting to persuade anyone to take

Novavax's vaccine, when available, because each one of us needs to decide what is right for us. I have already stated, I have not been

vaccinated for COVID-19, nor have I even been tested. As for me, I shall wait for Novavax's proven vaccine.
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TruRain
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For those who missed reading Dr. Mercola's earlier article about Dr. Robert Malone's warning against mRNA, please know, that

Dr. Malone is adamantly against mRNA vaccines, which Novavax's vaccine is not one. And it goes without saying, that both Dr.

Mercola and Dr. Malone are true heroes and much appreciated.
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Thank You all for your outpouring of support. Warmed my heart when I read them this morning. @ragu Yes RN = Registered Nurse and

URI= Upper Respiratory Infection. Medicine has its own confusing language of endless abbreviations that even 1/2 of us cannot

always decipher. @mirandola We’ll said, Thank You @pattope There are more of us in the shadows then big brother would like to

admit. We MUST join together and continue to stand up to this bullying. In fact that is the only strategy that slays Goliath, a small

group of committed people saying NO!. I think there is a ICU RN who started the equivalent of AFLD. Thinking of becoming active with

them.

@Jeremiah8 I am so sorry you were so sick, glad you are better now. I am now against all vaccines, not sure if COVID was an

infectious virus, bioweapon activated by 5G, or just a bad strain of Flu, but yes some people were getting very sick. Remember they

have been raining these same toxins down on us from Geoengineering for years, look up Dane Wiggington. So we don’t need to take

the jab to already be toxic. Which is why regular Detox is so important. @Axershaw @Andrew2084 Pit of Vipers well said, really

captures them. Here is my theory after 3/4 of my inner circle has disowned or tolerated me for my conspiracy theories for the past 3

years.

Yes it is mass formation but also induced Stockholm Syndrome. So many say to me, “Who are they ?” And then laugh at the Tin Foil

Hat they see on my head. They cannot allow themselves to believe a small group of wealthy, powerful people have been driving this

Train into its 9nal destination for 100’s of years. Yet that is the cold hard truth. JFK, Eisenhower etc warning us should be enough, They

saw behind the curtain. Buckle up I feel in my bones their 9nal push/act is coming in 2023. I so miss Stanley and his amazing

comments. Dr Zev was a HERO. Praying for his wife/children to 9nd moments of peace within their grief.
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No one talks about how many SAY THEY GOT JABBED AND HAVE THE PAPERWORK, but did not get the jab. I've talked to so many who

have openly shared/admitted ways to get the paperwork without getting the jab. I believe the elite are allowing this work around

hoping the privilege use it while the gullible fall. Governments everywhere and throughout Latin American offer this work around as

well.
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I am so sad to hear of the passing of Dr Zev Zelenko - he was a true hero, a man of incredible integrity, outstanding courage and

humility, a shining light for so many of us against the tyranny we face. His message is our inspiration to relentlessly 9ght the evil that

currently surrounds us, until we win. I feel like I've lost an incredible friend. May he rest in peace.
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Doctor Zelenko's 9ght goes on. Both with Z-Stack and his words. WE all knew that his cancer had relapsed. He said he would

9ght to the end but his time to join God was approaching. He warned Israel, tried to stop the poison shot carnage there but

without success. He may have left this plane of existence but in physical death, he only becomes stronger., unburdened by the

[esh, He is still with us. May God bless him and comfort his family.
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To axkershaw, “Happy Father’s Day”! I’m so sorry for you. Family disruption is the worst. I’ve felt deep changes I some friendships due

to our political and therefore big pharma differences of opinions. But friends, I can lose, not family. Obviously those seeking power

have realized that the only way to control the majority is to threaten their lives with something. And making people control themselves

is working.
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As is discussed here about the infusion of antisemitism into other convos, it seems that a connection is being fostered between

libertarians and white supremacy.
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I want to ask.... why are people getting sick at higher rates after being jabbed? Mike Yeadon says the shot only has one bad thing in it -

the spike protein - which causes blood clots, so why are they getting [u so easily?
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Detox?.. Cells are toxic and purging which of course would be symptoms of cold or [u?...Nothing to do with the mythical variant

but just doing what the body does when poisoned. Viruses are the result of illness and not the cause. Without viruses in our

body trying to clean and return cells to homeostasis, we would die.
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The God given immune system is decimated by the spike protein. It becomes AID's like with destruction of the immune system,

leaving the person vulnerable to attack by many microbes. The immune system is miraculous and without it there is no shield,
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Last comment. There is nothing like listening to an Englishmen say Bulls%it
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To Battersea. Thanks for the mature comment. Wish there more like this.
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Mainstream Hell worldyturnings.blog/2021/06/22/a-godless-nightmare-on-elm-street-criti..
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Re comments from doggiemom The whole issue of blood transfusions in interesting and I have never heard discussed in other areas.

This is a huge issue and to date the silence seems to say they haven't formulated a public relations plan. Perhaps hoping it just won't

come up for discussion. Will people have an option to say they don't want blood from a vaxxed person? What are the medical

implications of receiving blood from a vaxxer if you are unvaxxed? If blood is accumulated by type there would be no hope of receiving

non vaxxed blood. Could receiving blood of the recently vaxxed create harm to the person receiving the blood.  And of course -will

there be a cleaner supply for elites?
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29,162 "covid" jab deaths reported in VAERS. medalerts.org/vaersdb/9nd9eld.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS..   . . NYT

1976: SWINE FLU PROGRAM IS HALTED IN 9 STATES AS 3 DIE AFTER SHOTS

www.nytimes.com/1976/10/13/archives/swine-[u-prograrm-is-halted-in-9-..
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I took the swine [u jab in November 1976 while working for Michigan Dept. of Public Health (not required).  3 months later,

Feb.1977 while preparing to go on a weekend ski trip, I got a reaction to the jab. A high fever that came on in about 30 seconds

while loading ski equipment into the car. Had to lie on the couch immobile for the next 3 days and only could take a sip of

orange juice periodically. Needless to say, that was and is the last time I will ever take any "vaccine". I also know that polio was

not ended by a vaccine but by the institution of pasteurization of dairy products which began at the same time as the rollout of

the polio vax.
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This is off topic but may be always off topic so putting it out now. BRICS and countries aligned with them are linked together with a

gold backed currency and traditional energy such as coal, gas, etc vs the "Green Energy" group with 9at currency and the World

Economic Forum and the New World Order. BRICS and allies support governments run by governments and not by corporations. The

green energy group are run by bankers & corporations. As I have said before, the NWO and WEF is not going to happen & if it does will

not have a happy ending. theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2022/07/02/massive-implications-saud..
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The spike protein is being shed onto the unvaxed. How do you protect yourself from the constant exposure, and how do you effectively

9ght it off on a continuous basis?
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SO??? Who's gonna stop them now??? They are uncontrollable at present. the 'agenda' of population control obviously does not

include them or their 'get'. HOW LONG???
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There is no virus. They are killing and destroying humans with their toxic injections containing superconducting graphene. People are

microwaved and all this virus BS is a cover-up for that. 'Viruses' or dna sequences that are being 'discovered' are the result of disease

instead of the cause.
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Please [ since you are more informed ] give us the microbiological and epidemiologic cause for illness since evidence of the

existence of humanity was discovered. I'm all ears.
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What most of you don't comprehend is that the reason for these symptoms is due to the frequency changes of the earth. It's nothing

more than an upgraded cold/[u. Tesla said it best that if you understand frequency, energy, and vibrations, then you understand the

universe. Covaids does not exist. It's just a smokescreen to what truly has and is currently happening to the human body. Those who

took the jab failed the spiritual test.
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I'm going to have to agree with you. I have not seen one shred of evidence of anyone being sick with "covid". The cold and [u did

NOT disappear and a "positive covid test", is idiotic at best! There is however, no doubt that the nanobot shots are biowepons!
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ya know....... sitting in some gardens is an interesting plant.....and its often seen as a large back-up plant in [ower gardens...Ricinus

communis or caster bean, Spurge Family (Euphorbiaceae). there are several varieties..but what's interesting is these are some produce

the most deadly poisons known. in the seeds is is some the most toxic poison ...called Ricin,,,,the same bean can also make caster oil

....but when the oil is pressed out of these seeds there is a mulch left over and in that remaining Mulch is a this nasty poison...seems

the US Government along with DARPA and a few others 'acquire' tons of this mulch....'Hummmmm.....I wonder why .....LOL....could it be

for "Public Safety" ??

Probably not..LOL...IDK.....but I wonder if P9zer can use this 'Mulch'>???....Humm......Now I need to check the deep web ...maybe , just

maybe something will "leak out" hahahaha.... And from MyMountain >>

www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJYgNqOFBLk&ab_channel=John1948ThreeC  <<>>> Im Smilin!!! >>

www.youtube.com/watch?v=EipdAjhImrc&ab_channel=TransatlanticMoment..  Gotta Keep MyMountain RoCkIn'
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLF3YZIjucs&ab_channel=BobbyDay-Topic
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From MyMountainLabatory....100% owned and operated by Me..will now speak.. Again , this is medical rhetoric..medical barf...after all

what these "professional, educated brainwashed" people , yes the same ones running around with 'surgical masks' to cover their

plastic smiles , are going to get kicked in the teeth by the many who got 'Da Jab' so it will further weaken their falsetto scam over

millions of Covid HOAX...which is tossing another BOUNCINGBALL out to keep millions yet MORE confused & perplexed....( just

another BIG LIE ),,,but confused people tend to get agitated and upset..or go into a "Panic Mode'...causing the ampli9cation of

FEAR!!!!!!!!!!

And People in Panic or fear modes don't always think or act rationally....adding to the paranoia of the 'Scamdemic' ,,,,,and maybe dying

kids from vaccines they didn't need or they themselves maybe 9ghting this deadly vaccine and/or its side effects...plus the everyday

stresses and issues ........YES..earths population is PRIMED to be "SMOKED BY 5G!!!!....By this Fall .

expect to see millions succumb to the POWER of 5G radiation...but the "Medical Scammers" will be on this like 'Stink2Sh!t' claiming its

" BA7 or Covid33 or Sister2Omicron" or some other 'Line of Bullsh!t" ...and P9zer just happens to have a trillion doses all ready for the

new 'Disease' to be pumped into you aching arms ... Meantime thousands more of 5G radiating Units are being installed.on power lines

and streetlight poles tracc lights , buildings , chimneys, dorms rooms , steeples, yeah all over....LOL for better cellphone operations

HaHaHa..Sure,,,,,and chickens have lips too ,,,really how much Bullsh!t can you eat before ya start realizing you are nothing more than

a STUPIDSHITEATER ?????

LOL..people....so Gullible...so 9ckle ..so STUPID!!!!! Lay down ...let the WEF (KlausSchlob-Trudour-Biden-Queen-Pope Etc Etc) kicks ya

in the face again...and again..and again,and again......
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Thank you for reporting from MML. I now have a favorite new word: stupidshiteater. Maybe I will print it on a T shirt. My DO NOT

COMPLY shirt is wearing out.
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"Hitler will emerge from the hatred that surrounds him now as one of the most signi9cant 9gures who ever lived!" ~ John F. Kennedy

Interesting from a us president....
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a little more history....>>>>>   www.goyimtv.tv/v/1814743170/%F0%9F%95%B8%F0%9F%95%B7-The-Secret----jew..     <<>>  

www.goyimtv.tv/v/2562179399/Adolf-Hitler---The-Greatest-Story-Never-To..    <<>>>

 www.goyimtv.tv/v/2509282239/Chess-Grandmaster-Bobby-Fischer-on-Jews   <<>>

 www.goyimtv.tv/v/1770273115/Bobby-Fischer-made-numerous-antisemitic-st..   <<<>> and guess who controls 5G???

 LOL.........well lets see...... >>>  nwoogw.com/300-Members.html    <<>>>
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Interesting indeed, but is rather subjective in ways to interpret as context goes. Would have been nice to have a beer around a

camp9re with JFK to 9nd out clearly what he meant by saying that :)
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Brodie... you'd never get to ask him. He'd be in the tent with all of the women.
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No accident. This whole thing was planned,& the craft elite always need to look like saviours: as if they weren't the cause, or at the

least, involved, in the trial or trouble, calamity or crisis w/ those deepest in& highest up,& the spirit behind it all. Speaking of that old

father of lies, taquiyya is also an issue: & not just among traditional Arabs, Persians etc but w/ all craft religion, w/ the Jesuit & a

portion of the unsaved Jews, relativistic truth-detached philosophy, & science falsely so-called. We know that thru craft the whole

world will unite in fornicating union just before the Lord's return: uniting w/o truth, purity or godliness,& in devilish, deceitful, crafty&

bloody, cloaked violent sensuality& presumption.

Receiving a counterfeit savior.We know the Bible perversions share the tendency to cloud these particular doctrines even as we are

seeing that forming&all that is lacking is the man of sin, the beast, for men to idolize as they do the dialectic puppet heads& lost

mankind as a corporate entity already. 1 Timothy 4 KJB/AV gives us details on an attack on marriage& the eating of meat. Already

those trends in self-righteousness& denial of truth& real science concerning health& optimal care of these temporary bodies housing

soul can be seen w/ the euthanasia & both arms of the control freak intolerant tolerant inquisition; w/ transhumanist research, w/

animal-human disease manipulation & spreading to destroy normal agriculture & husbandry,& the plan to recreate& totally control not

just seeds,but all food.

Who lives, who dies. Who can procreate, who can not. Even the manipulation of money& abuse of the system is to create a

self-righteous& non-understanding distaste for honest money& handling, w/ the abuse & false thievery, to make people ready to

receive digital, the mark& its system w/o thought of the degradation& slavery involved ...or the religious intent& meaning linking back

to Rome& Babylon:idolatrous humanism W & E uniting.
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And..fact is ALL Religions are MAN MADE!!!!!!!!!!....man created this god or jesus or mickeymouse or what anyone prays to and pays

and these religions prey on you.....but millions' can't see the forest for the trees'.....Jim and tammy bakker were great examples of the

religious scam...same as Catholics and the rest of the scams.....and no god or any other thing has ever saved anyone from anything

EVER @!@!!!!!!!so Save up your donations and go buy a Gun .....
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On the Jews and Their Lies....... P9zer owned by Jews google yahoo owned by jews Most the earths' government owned and run by

jews.... "Luther's attitude toward Jews took different forms during his lifetime. In his earlier period, until 1537 or not much earlier, he

wanted to convert Jews to Lutheranism (Protestant Christianity), but he failed. In his later period when he wrote On the Jews and Their

Lies, he denounced them and urged their persecution.[1] In the treatise, he argues that Jewish synagogues and schools be set on 9re,

their prayer books destroyed, rabbis forbidden to preach, homes burned, and property and money con9scated.

They should be shown no mercy or kindness,[2] afforded no legal protection,[3] and "these poisonous envenomed worms" should be

drafted into forced labor or expelled for all time.[4] He also seems to advocate their murder, writing "[W]e are at fault in not slaying

them".[5] " >>>> en.wikipedia.org/.../On_the_Jews_and_Their_Lies  >>>>

www.goyimtv.tv/v/3353791233/The-Hidden-Faith-of-the-Founding-Fathers--..  Bobby Fischer on jews >>>

www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-9scher-speaks-jews  >>>>>
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And if your a Christian.....than you are worshipping a Jew....Jesus the JEW!!!!!!!!.....yes get on your knees to a 9lthy Jew....pay

the Jew..so the Jews can Prey on you........
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It's not just a question of staying home if you get sick and passively waiting, you have to take action to support the immune system. I

haven't read the full piece here but that's my initial comment.
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An emerging intelligence.....www.bitchute.com/.../Lk1eeOAWXYy6  Many levels to consider.
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People like Micheal Yeadon hav been speaking out about satanworship malfeasance hiding in these freemasonic entities but what

besides their "speaking out" are they actually doing to atone for their behavior and involvement at any level and what are they actually

doing now to rectify the worshiping and the hiding of a cult within a religion- That is what should be asked-  What should be done down

the barrel of many weapons is by n o w blatantly obvious- Talk is cheap
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The Freemasonic arm of MYSTERY, the Les Perfectibles thing transformed & descended from the work of the coadjutor

Weishaupt & the French antichrist humanists, answers to the head: the false idolatrous humanist head, popery & the ever

bloody, deceitful, manipulative, violence & impurity of that system known by her colors of scarlet & purple, her golden cup of

blood & ritual for pay, her pagan corruption & control over kings ....prostituted religion blasphemously using & cheating on God,

with shifting words & craft, foul impurity hypocritically & cunningly shifting the blame, nicolaitan, despising, corrupting &

suppressing God's order & word with her John 8 father of lies, Isaiah 14 & Ezekiel 28 9rst proud & self-corrupted cherub & spirit,

master.

Hard times coming as God gives men over to their desires, sending great delusion to the proud who refuse to love the truth that

they might be saved, & culminating in the fake salvation & savior of idolatrous humanism....but that also means we're that much

closer to seeing her judgment & destruction recorded in Revelation 17-18, and that of her earthly partnering power& false christ

in Revelation 19-20 with many contributing witnesses in the Old Testament prophets & psalms, the repeating history of

judgment beginning with the people of God, those entrusted with the oracles of God, the Jews & those graffed in, the Old

Testament histories w/ Romans 9-11 and 2 Peter 2-3, Jude etc.

Revelation 6-16 give us the details of the delusions & horrors of these things as the invisible things & spiritual war break out into

the open & men's hearts fail them for fear at what they see coming on the world, the sudden destruction of 1 Thessalonians

5...the worst time this wicked old world will ever see, cut short else no [esh would survive it: Daniel, Matthew 24 etc.

God is not mocked: he's laughing now at the supposed 'gods' (Psalm2, 82 KJB/AV), and he will have the last laugh in vengeance

on the causes of these things, the harm done.
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Talk is cheap until you say something that costs you everything.  " In a world of deceit, speaking the truth is a revolutionary act"

So, what are you doing?
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He looks either controlled opposition to misdirect attention from the true danger, experimental transhumanism and genocide, or a

dupe of the scientism fraud called "virology". People should ignore him and all other people gullible to "virology", and look for real facts

from investigations of the primary sources, for: alleged "contagion", alleged "viruses", and the actual content of all "vaccines", not only

these particular nasty "Covid-19" ones. The horrid fact is that ALL vaccination has been a medical assault, from inception, for political

control, and thus power!

---- There is probably no "Spike Protein" in any of these "Covid-19" vaccines, because tests on samples of some major brands found no

Nitrogen atoms, without which they cannot contain any protein or nucleic acids (for RNA/DNA). The "Spike Protein" was already proven

to be a synthetic thing, probably intended to "justify" the fraudulent tests, and to misdirect investigation of the causes of "Covid-19"

and of what would-be/was/is actually in the "vaccines". Independent investigation of the actual content of these jabs also revealed

other far-worse toxins and dangers than the metal(lic) particles which alarmed Japanese medical authorities, like rGO!

If these "vaccines" contain little or no Nitrogen, just what is causing the formation of huge and tough protein structures clogging blood

vessels, as discovered by funeral home staff? ---- There is plenty of material on the centuries-old insane-eugenics plots of the Satanic

"Parasite Class" which drive this nasty hoax, and many prior ones. One book I mistakenly recommended, covering this, was "Libido

Dominandi: Sexual Liberation and Political Control", by E. Michael Jones, because it is costly, hard to 9nd, poorly written/edited

(including needless word invention and slang use), pretentious (any use of Latin or French, other than for names), and plain bloated.
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A big of Fear Porn. Livevupur best lives and stay away from doctors. Eat well and enjoy life! Me? Off to the beach with my wife in the

Yucatan!! Saludos....
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This information is all "good" and "well" but there's something missing in this whole story; Covid-19 is a name given to explain a

Plandemic, not a pandemic. What I mean by this is that we 9rst need to educate ourselves on the fact that "viruses" have not been

isolated all these many years, dating back to Pasteur (the one known to be famous for his "Germ Theory.") Did you know that Pasteur

confessed in a letter before he died that he was wrong? His words, "The germ is nothing; the terrain is everything." I suggest reading a

book called The Contagion Myth; Why viruses (including "Coronavirus") Are not the Cause of Disease, by Dr. Thomas A. Cowan and

Sally Fallon Morell(Nourishing Traditions author.) But, there are many more resources out in the ALTERNATIVE NEWS which the

mainstream choose to ignore and even try to suppress. DO YOUR RESEARCH, I beg you all. Thank you
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Also read the book "Bechampe or Pasteur?" by Ethel Hume. She covers their lab journals as well as the hugely political 9eld

around Pasteur (and Pasteur's self-aggrandizement). Pasteur also asked his family NOT to publish his notebooks, which his

grandson 9nally did. And yes, he admitted that Bechampe (terrain theory) was correct. Look up Tom Cowan, MD, for an

appetizer on the subject. I tell my university-level science students that once a paradigm is set up in the 'sciences,' it stays there

for a very long time....until a paradigm shift is 9nally FORCED by the evidence (which is mounting daily in favor of Bechampe's

terrain theory) ("The Structure of Scienti9c Revolution" by Thomas Kuhn).

Our textbooks are *at least* 20 years behind the current scienti9c knowledge; I assign students the latest docs from wherever

new material I 9nd, in cellular, eco- or social sciences....they cannot understand why the textbooks would 'lie' to them! Climate

change (has been occurring on a predictable cycle for BILLIONS of years), or 'viruses' (correctly stated that no such thing has

ever been *isolated*), or the latest BS I just saw that there are now 12 *newly discovered forms of clouds* (not willing to admit

that they are manufactured geoengineered plasma clouds of toxins raining down on us all).

These psychos will willingly kill everything just to kill us. Trees, animals, rivers, oceans....they hate anything living & conscious

(including the Earth herself!) I have always been a post-materialist scientist, but it is becoming ever so evident that what used to

be the 'sciences' have been totally captured by Big Pharma, the medical cartel ("Deadly Medicine and Organized Crime" by Peter

Goetzsche, MD), Big Ag, Corporat-ocracy, Technocracy & the slimy minions groveling for Klaus, Bill and Yuval. Thanks, Otis, for

Lew Rockwell's letter...we are all losing so many friends and family to these psychopaths.
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Mr. Yeardon, I have to agree with you in saying the mRNA spike protein is diabolical. I remember Dr. Malone who created the mRNA

Vaccine say in 2020, "the mRNA vaccine wwasn't made for use in humans". So for this to attack the good cells is its intended purpose

for depopulation by P9zer and others. Please contact Malone and 9nd out why. I think he sold out to Big Pharma for Big money. This is

the foundation to injury and death.
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fromseatoshiningsea
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To the best of my understanding, Dr. Malone did not invent the mRNA vaccines. What he did invent, together with others, was

the core technology upon which the pharmaceutical companies based their mRNA vaccines. The original technology was

intended to be used in delivering targeted treatment for certain brain cancers, since it is known that the lipid nano-particles

cross the blood brain barrier.
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Eat a plant-based diet get plenty of exercises and drink lots of water stay away from sugar, oil and most animal products, only those

raised without drugs and fed their natural intended diet. the plandemic is just that, used for population control and just plain control.

Wearing a mask is only good for identifying those who are easily led.
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Joined On 4/21/2014 11:59:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well , some one tell me all the people thats looked at the cv19 vaccines that theres spike protein in there , no one has found nothing,

so i dont know where this hypothesis came from , but its , So rubbish, crap , The vaccines are graphene , nanotechnology, With what

looks like hydras in them , which are fresh water , little things that do not die ,  The graphene, makes the person a battery pack, so they

become highly able to hold a higher charge . and the cells over charge , due to 5g radiation, The graphene is self assembling, thats

what causes the look alike blood clots , there not blood clots . Its a blockage, due to the self assembling nanotechnology, Its called

dapra hydrogel , Cant believe Joe believes its spike protein, when its never been found in the vaccines,
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Maybe Joe is not permitted to expose what you just wrote of.
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phmpt.org/p9zers-documents  These are some of the thousands of pages that P9zer was forced to release when their request

for 75 years was denied (We'd mostly all be dead by then!) Look for the "post-marketing" papers...one of them lists 9 pages of

'adverse events' one right after the other. There are different things in different vials of these injectables. The patents for each

of them leaves a lot of leeway for WHAT exactly is in the vials. To see a graphical representation of how the different vial

contents affect people, go to https://howbad.info/ . These graphs are very clear even for laypersons. They are put together by a

team of scientists, mathematicians, and statisticians who are doing this work to help prove the dangers of these injections.

Also listen to Dr Ricardo Delgado with La Quinta Columna (www.laquintacolumna.net ). You can 9nd translated versions on

Rumble or Bitchute. They were the 9rst researchers to do the heavy work: yes, there is graphene oxide (becoming hydroxide),

nanoparticles, polyethylene glycol, likely hydras, snake organoids and a ton of other possibilities. I am convinced they are trying

to 9nd the LD50 for these substances (the point at which 50% of an experimental population dies). Anyone who allowed these

injectables to be administered, are in that experiment.
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This guy all of a sudden has a conscience. I do not buy it, he is just trying to sAve his ass. He intentionally participated in killing

millions and now he is seeking safety. WE WILLL NOT PROVIDE SAFETY FOR THIS DEMONIC EVIL BEING.
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@christready712hotmail.co  If you are referring to Dr. Yeadon you should know that he is a man of great integrity who has paid a

very high price for speaking out. He lost his consulting jobs to industry and speaking gigs as a scientist. More signi9cantly, like

Dr. Mercola he has been vili9ed for speaking dangerous truths about the false "science" narratives about Covid & the Covid

"vaccines". And like Dr. Mercola he has received multiple credible death threats. For his own personal safety he actually had to

leave Great Britain and moved to the United States.  There are senior executives from Big Pharma who get Red-Pilled and

become forceful truth-tellers and outspoken whistleblowers exposing Big Pharma. Some -- like Brandy Vaughan of Santa

Barbara, California -- pay with their lives. Dr. Yeadon is a heroic truth teller who speaks out to try to warn and awaken humanity.

He is cut from the same cloth as Dr. Zev Zelenko, Dr. McCullough, and many others, including Dr. Mercola.
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Dr Yeadon, along with Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, were the 9rst credible people I saw speak out against these covid jabs over two

years ago. I still have his paper requesting the EU immediately stop testing the shot on people because of their 9ndings that the

mRNA shots cause a number of health problems, including reproductive issues. “ PETITION/MOTION FOR

ADMINISTRATIVE/REGULATORY ACTION REGARDING CONFIRMATION OF EFFICACY END POINTS AND USE OF DATA IN

CONNECTION WITH THE FOLLOWING CLINICAL TRIAL(S):”
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